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ABSTRACT The design of efficient time-modulated arrays (TMAs) for multi-beam steering purposes
must be based on both a type of periodical sequences that guarantees an adequate windowing of exploited
harmonics, and a feeding network capable of providing low hardware insertion losses. Compliance with
these two requirements is not simple and is aggravated by the fact that, as the number of exploited harmonic
beams increases, not only drastically decreases the antenna efficiency, but also the beam steering flexibility.
In this work, we propose three different single sideband (SSB) feeding networks for multibeam TMAs
constructed considering different combinations of single-pole multiple-throw (SPMT) basic modules. The
proposed feeding networks simultaneously accomplish excellent levels of modulation efficiency, reasonable
hardware insertion losses, and beam scanning flexibility. In addition, a comparison with standard phased
arrays in terms of performance, phase sensitivity, complexity, and cost-effectiveness is carried out.

INDEX TERMS Time-modulated arrays, beam steering, multibeam.

I. INTRODUCTION
A time-modulated array (TMA) is an adaptive antenna array
whose radiation pattern is controlled by suitably varying in
time the excitations of its individual array elements [1]. Time-
modulation is typically implemented with radio frequency
(RF) switches which apply periodical pulses (with fundamen-
tal period T0) to the individual array excitations. As a result,
TMAs generate radiation patterns at the harmonic frequen-
cies ωc ± qω0, with q ∈ {1, 2, 3, . . .}, ωc being the carrier
frequency, and ω0 = 2π/T0 [2]. TMAs have significant
differentiating features when compared to standard phased
arrays, namely:
• A lower cost of the array feeding network due to the
utilization of RF switches instead of more expensive
variable phase shifters (VPSs) [3]–[5], with the cost
gap increasing with the carrier frequency. In this sense,
the performance of the TMA switches is conditioned by
the signal bandwidth [6], whereas that of the VPSs is
dominated by the carrier frequency.
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• An accurate and simple way to electronically steer the
antenna beampattern by modifying the on-off switching
instants [7], [8].

• The ability to transform spatial diversity into frequency
diversity, which opens the possibility to implement
smart antenna extra functionalities such as angle diver-
sity reception in multipath wireless channels [9], mul-
tiuser communications [10], [11] (both with the benefit
of employing a single RF front-end), direction find-
ing [12], [13], or secure signal transmissions [14], [15].

However, in spite of their clear advantages, further efforts
are still necessary to improve the efficiency and flexibility of
switched TMAs for simultaneously handling multiple beam-
patterns. As a matter of fact, the early attempts to design
multibeam TMAs were based on the application of one
single-pole single-throw (SPST) switch per antenna element,
which showed the following drawbacks: 1) the lack of effi-
ciency of rectangular pulses when distributing the spectral
energy among the working and undesired harmonics [16];
2) the wasting of certain amount of energy of transmit-
ted/received signals during the zero-state of the switches [17];
3) the presence of frequency-mirrored radiation patterns
at the negative-frequency harmonics [18]; and 4) the
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proportionality between the harmonic phases, which limits
their multiple beam steering capability [15].

Alternative TMA approaches with single-pole multiple-
throw (SPMT) switches have been subsequently
considered [7], [9], [19]. However, these approaches provide
a low-loss feeding network at the expense of a modest
harmonic windowing [7], [19] or, conversely, they exhibit a
suitable harmonic windowing at the cost of high-loss feeding
networks [9].

The main contribution of this paper is the considera-
tion of RF SPMT switches for the construction of TMA
feeding networks capable of efficiently steering multiple
beam patterns simultaneously. Three different TMA feeding
networks with distinct steering capabilities will be consid-
ered and constructed from different combinations of two
types of basic feeding network modules: one implemented
with single-pole double-throw (SPDT) switches, and the
other one implemented with single-pole triple-throw (SP3T)
switches. All feeding networks are of the single sideband
(SSB) type in the sense that they are able to remove
the harmful frequency-mirrored beam patterns produced by
conventional TMAs.

Up to the authors’ knowledge, no previous study has
addressed the design of SSB multibeam switched TMAs,
being the state of the art focused on the design of single-beam
SSB TMA feeding networks [8], [20], [21] or simply repli-
cating the hardware of a such single-beam feeding networks
to simultaneously handle multiple beams [11]. The beam
steering features of the three proposed multibeam SSB TMA
approaches are evaluated in terms of time-modulation radi-
ation efficiency (closed-form expressions are determined)
and hardware efficiency estimates. Finally, we present a
comparative analysis with standard multibeam phased arrays
in terms of performance, complexity, phase sensitivity, and
cost-effectiveness.

II. TWO INDEPENDENTLY-STEERABLE BEAMS
The first SSB TMA feeding network considered allows
for independently steering two harmonic beam patterns.
The approach is constructed with three SPDT modules as
explained in the ensuing subsections.

A. SPDT MODULE
Let us start considering a receive linear TMA with
N isotropic1 elements and unitary static excitations,
i.e., In = 1, n ∈ {0, 1, . . . ,N − 1}. Let us next consider that
these array excitations are time-modulated with the periodical
(T0) extension of the pulsed waveform p(t) plotted in Fig. 1.
Such a periodical extension admits the exponential Fourier
series representation

∑
∞

q=−∞ Pqejqω0 t , where ω0 = 2π/T0

1When novel TMA approaches are analyzed, as a general rule, isotropic
elements are assumed (e.g., [15], [18], [22]–[25]) in order to both reduce the
complexity of the analysis and to focus on the effects of the applied time
modulation technique.

FIGURE 1. Single period (T0) time-modulating pulsed waveforms a(t),
b(t) = a(t − T0/8), c(t) = a(t − 7T0/8), and p(t) = a(t)+ b(t)+ c(t).

and Pq, q ∈ Z, are the Fourier coefficients

Pq =
1
T0

∫ T0

0
p(t)e−jqω0 t

=


2− 2

√
2 · (−1)

(q+3)(q+5)
8

jπq
for q odd

0 for q even
(1)

The mean square value of p(t) is

Pp =
1
T0

∫ T0

0
p2(t)dt =

∞∑
q=−∞

|Pq|2 = 5 (2)

Fig. 1 also shows how p(t) may be synthesized as the sum
of the three bipolar square pulses a(t), b(t) = a(t − T0/8),
and c(t) = a(t − 7T0/8). Note that time modulation with a
bipolar square pulse is readily implementable with an SPDT
switch and a fixed π delay line, reversing the signal sign of
one of the dual throws. Fig. 2 shows the feeding network
that modulates p(t) in time, with the RF input signal s(t)
received at an antenna element. The 3-way power splitter
divides s(t) into three equal-powered replicas and each one
is time-modulated with a(t), b(t), and c(t), respectively. Note
that the three SPDT switches in Fig. 2 are controlled with
time-shifted versions of the same unipolar signal g(t) defined
as

g(t) =

{
1 a(t) ≥ 0
0 a(t) < 0

(3)

The individual time-modulated signals are subsequently com-
bined (with a 3-way power combiner) to produce the output
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FIGURE 2. SPDT feeding network that time modulates the input signal
s(t) with the pulsed waveform p(t) (top) and its equivalent block diagram
(bottom).

signal x(t) = kpp(t)s(t), where kp is a proportionality con-
stant accounting for the possible attenuation introduced by
the feeding network.

Let s(t) be a band-limited input signal with passband band-
width Bs Hz, power spectral density (psd)8ss(f ) [W/Hz], and
total time-averaged power Ps =

∫
∞

−∞
8ss(f )df . The psd of

x(t) = kpp(t)s(t) is

8xx(f ) = k2p

∞∑
q=−∞

|Pq|28ss(f−qf0), f0 = 1/T0 (4)

Assuming f0 > 2 Bs, the shifted replicas of 8ss(f ) in 8xx(f )
do not overlap and the total time-averaged power of x(t) is

Px =
∫
∞

−∞

8xx(f )df = k2p

∞∑
q=−∞

|Pq|2Ps = k2pPpPs (5)

being Pp the parameter obtained in (2). Contrarily to con-
ventional TMAs implemented with SPST on-off switches,
the SPDT module in Fig. 2 is able to theoretically deliver all
the input power to the output since there is no off-state in the
switches that waste power. Assuming that all the hardware
elements in the feeding network are ideal and have no inser-
tion losses, then Px = Ps, and k2p = 1/Pp = 1/5.
The SPDT feeding network is abstracted in the block

diagram named ‘‘SPDT module’’ (shown at the bottom
in Fig. 2) to be employed as the building block of the more
sophisticated SSB TMA approach considered in the ensuing
subsection.

The pulsed waveform p(t) has been selected because of
its particular spectral characteristics. Fig. 3 plots 20 log |PqP1 |,
i.e., the Fourier series mean square spectrum of p(t) normal-
ized with respect to P1. In view of Fig. 3, the harmonics
with |q| = 1 are the most relevant and will be selected to
handle the useful signal. The remaining harmonics (|q| 6= 1)

FIGURE 3. Normalized Fourier series mean square spectrum in dB,

10 log10

∣∣∣∣ Pq
P1

∣∣∣∣2, of the periodical extension of the stair-step pulse p(t)

in Fig. 1. The relative level of the harmonics with |q = 7| is −16.9 dB and
is emphasized with the dashed red line.

will be considered unwanted. According to Fig. 3, the most
meaningful undesirable harmonics are those with order
|q| = 7, which have a relative level of−16.9 dB (correspond-
ingly indicated with a dashed red line).

B. SSB TMA FEEDING NETWORK
The SPDT module described in the previous subsection will
be used to construct the SSB TMA feeding network plotted
in Fig. 4 for a single antenna element. In what follows, wewill
explain how this feeding network is able to independently
steer two antenna array beams by properly selecting the time-
delay parameters D1n and D2n shown in Fig. 4.

FIGURE 4. Block diagram of the nth element feeding network of the SSB
TMA approach that allows for steering independently two harmonic beam
patterns.

According to Fig. 4, the signal collected by the n-th antenna
element is split into two branches by means of a 2-way
splitter. The upper branch has an SPDTmodule whose control
signal is g(t − D1n), being D1n a time delay. The lower
branch consists of an SPDT module –having a control signal
g(t − D1n − τ ), with τ being a fixed time delay such that
ω0τ = π/2 [9]– followed by a π/2 phase shifter. The signals
from the two branches are combined with a 2-way combiner
whose output goes through a third SPDTmodule with control
signal g(t−D2n), beingD2n an additional time delay. Observe
how the block diagram in Fig. 4 resembles that of an SSB
modulation, and hence the term SSB denotes a TMA whose
signals are timemodulated with the feeding network in Fig. 4.
The radiation directional characteristics of an antenna

array are determined by its array factor. A distinctive feature
of a TMA is that its array factor is time-variant. Indeed,
the time-variant array factor of a linear TMA with time
modulated excitations hn(t), n ∈ {0, . . .N − 1}, and the
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term ejωct explicitly included, is

F(θ, t) = ejωct
N−1∑
n=0

hn(t)ejβczn cos θ (6)

where zn represents the position of the n-th array ideal (i.e.,
perfectly conductive) isotropic element on the z axis, θ is the
angle with respect to such a main axis, and βc = 2π/λc is the
wavenumber for a carrier wavelength λc = 2πc/ωc, being
ωc the carrier frequency.
According to Fig. 2 and 4, the time modulated excitations

are

hn(t)=
[
kpp(t − D1n)
√
2

+ j
kpp(t − D1n − τ )

√
2

]
·kpp(t − D2n)

(7)

As explained below, the time delays D1n and D2n are instru-
mental to determine the steering directions of the two-beams
in the considered SSB TMA.

From the Fourier series expansion of the time-shifted ver-
sions of p(t), hn(t) in (7) can be rewritten as

hn(t) =
k2p
√
2

∑
q odd

(
1− (−j)q+1

)
Pqe−jqω0D1nejqω0t


·

[∑
i odd

Pie−jiω0D2nejiω0t
]

(8)

where i belongs to the set of odd integers, and we have taken
into account that e−jqω0τ = (−j)q as a consequence of ω0τ =

π/2. We now define the set 9 = {4Γ − 3} with Γ ∈ Z, and
see that

1− (−j)q+1 =

{
2 q ∈ 9
0 otherwise

(9)

which allows us to rewrite hn(t) in (8) as

hn(t) =
√
2k2p

∑
q∈9

Pqe−jqω0D1nejqω0t


·

[∑
i odd

Pie−jiω0D2nejiω0t
]

(10)

To simplify the notation, we now define the dynamic excita-
tions as

q
i In =

√
2k2pPqPie

−jω0(qD1n+iD2n) (11)

simplifying equation (10) to

hn(t) =
∑
q∈9

∑
i odd

q
i Ine

j(q+i)ω0t . (12)

Finally, substituting (12) into (6) we arrive at the time-
variant array factor

F(θ, t) =
∑
q∈9

∑
i odd

N−1∑
n=0

q
i Ine

jβczn cos θej(ωc+(q+i)ω0)t

=

∑
q∈9

∑
i odd

Fqi (θ )e
j(ωc+(q+i)ω0)t (13)

where

Fqi (θ ) =
N−1∑
n=0

q
i Ine

jβczn cos θ (14)

is the spatial array factor at the frequency ωc + (q + i)ω0.
(13) indicates that the proposed TMA radiates replicas of s(t)
around the frequenciesωc+(q+i)ω0, which are (q+i) integer
multiples of the TMA fundamental frequency ω0 centered
around the carrier frequency ωc.
Notice that the moduli of the dynamic excitations |qi In| are

constant for all n (see (11) and (1)), whereas their phases
^q
i In depend on qD1n + iD2n. Therefore, the radiated power

pattern of any harmonic –obtained through 10 log |Fqi (θ )|
2–

corresponds to that of a uniform linear array and such patterns
can be steered by adapting the phase terms qD1n + iD2n.

In view of (11) and the harmonics profile in Fig. 3,
we observe that the most meaningful harmonic patterns
in (13), in decreasing order of significance, are the ones
shown in Table 1. We define qi1peak as the relative level of the
maximumof a given harmonic pattern |Fqi (θmax)|with respect
to the maximum of |F1

1 (θmax)|, which we take as a reference
pattern, i.e., qi1peak = 20 log |Fqi (θmax)/F1

1 (θmax)|. θmax rep-
resents the direction in which an array factor amplitude is a
maximum. According to Table 1, the useful harmonics are
ωc + 2ω0 (i.e., q = i = 1) and ω0 (i.e., q = 1 and i = −1)
because their beam patterns, F1

−1(θ ) and F
1
1 (θ ), have a peak

level which is 16.9 dB above the remaining ones, i.e., the
two beam patterns F1

−1(θ ) and F
1
1 (θ ) are the ones that will be

used to receive the desired signal, whereas the remaining ones
are not worth taking advantage of due to their corresponding
low q

i1peak.

TABLE 1. Most meaningful terms in (13) and characteristics of the
corresponding harmonic patterns. The useful harmonics
are shaded in gray.

C. SSB TMA BEAM STEERING
Let us assume the N antennas of the considered linear SSB
TMA to be uniformly spaced λc/2 apart. Hence, βczn = πn
and, according to (14) and (11), the spatial array factors of
the useful harmonics simplify to

F1
1 (θ ) =

N−1∑
n=0

√
2k2pP

2
1 · e

j(nπ cos θ−ω0(D1n+D2n)),

F1
−1(θ ) =

N−1∑
n=0

√
2k2pP1P−1 · e

j(nπ cos θ−ω0(D1n−D2n)) (15)
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Hence, if we are willing to steer these beampatterns towards
the directions θa and θb, respectively, the following two con-
ditions must hold

nπ cos θa = ω0(D1n + D2n)

nπ cos θb = ω0(D1n − D2n), (16)

which lead to the following normalized time delays

d1n =
D1n

T0
=
n(cos θa + cos θb)

4

d2n =
D2n

T0
=
n(cos θa − cos θb)

4
. (17)

These are the delays for F1
1 (θ ) and F

1
−1(θ ) to point towards

θa and θb, respectively. Note how the steering of F1
1 (θ ) and

F1
−1(θ ) can be performed independently.

D. RADIATION AND HARDWARE EFFICIENCIES
When handling TMAs, at least two types of power effi-
ciencies should be considered [9], [26]. The first one is
the so-called time-modulation radiation efficiency defined as
ηTM = PTM

U /PTM
R , where PTM

U is the useful average power
radiated over the harmonics exploited by the TMA and PTM

R
is the total average power radiated over all existing harmon-
ics. Recall that TMAswaste the power differencePTM

R −P
TM
U

radiated over the unexploited harmonics.2 Hence, ηTM is an
efficiency intrinsically linked to the time-modulation oper-
ation and its value depends on the specific TMA technique
under consideration.

According to [9], the total power radiated by a SSB TMA
is

PTM
R = 4πPs

N−1∑
n=0

∑
q∈9

∑
i odd

|
q
i In|

2, (18)

where Ps is the input power per antenna. Under the assump-
tions of unitary static excitations and ideal hardware elements
with no insertion losses (see Section II.A), the total power
radiated simplifies to PTM

R = 4πNPs.
In this case, the useful power is the one radiated over the

two harmonics q = i = 1 and q = 1, i = −1, i.e.,

PTM
U = 4πPs

N−1∑
n=0

|
1
1In|

2
+ 4πPs

N−1∑
n=0

∣∣∣1−1In∣∣∣2 . (19)

Note from (11) that |11In| =
√
2k2p |P1|

2 and |1
−1In| =√

2k2p |P1||P−1| with P1 and P−1 being the positive and neg-
ative first-order Fourier coefficients of p(t) (see (1)). Since
p(t) is real valued, its symmetric Fourier coefficients have the
same modulus, which implies |P−1| = |P1|. Hence,

PTM
U = 16πNPsk4p |P1|4 (20)

and the time-modulation efficiency is

ηTM = 4k4p |P1|
4

2Recall that the array under study is composed of ideal isotropic elements,
see paragraph below (6), and thus no conductive losses are included in the
radiation efficiency computation.

Recalling that k2p = 1/5 from the power normalization and

that |P1| = 2+2
√
2

π
, the final value of the time-modulation

radiation efficiency is ηTM = 0.8928, i.e., ηTM(dB) =
−10 log10(ηTM) = 0.49 dB.

The second parameter to be considered is the so-called
hardware efficiency, ηHW, which accounts for the insertion
losses associated to the specific hardware elements selected
for a TMA practical implementation. In our case, a hardware
implementation of the SPDTmodule shown in Fig. 2 requires
the following elements: a 3-way splitter, a 3-way combiner,
three SPDT RF switches, and three time delay-lines for the π
shifters. Determining ηHW is difficult due to the very different
characteristics the hardware devices may have. To simplify,
we will limit our study of ηHW to the representative frequen-
cies fc = 2.5GHz (S band) and fc = 5.75GHz (C band)
since virtually all TMA prototypes in the literature work in
these bands (see [7, Table 1]).

On the other hand, the TMA fundamental frequency
(f0 = 1/T0) must satisfy that Bs < f0 < f speedSW [6], with Bs the
signal bandwidth and f speedSW the maximum speed supported
by the switches. Such a frequency restriction is necessary to
achieve a twofold objective: a) to avoid spectral signal over-
lapping among the desired signal and the replicas generated
by the TMA; and b) to ensure an appropriate time response of
the switches. In this regard, 1/f speedSW = tON+tOFF determines
the switching speed, being tON (tOFF) the time period from
50% of the transition of the switch control signal to 90%
(10%) of the detected RF output when the switch changes
from an ‘‘off’’ (‘‘on’’) state to an ‘‘on’’ (‘‘off’’) state [3]–[5],
[29]. Therefore, if we consider that Bs = 5 MHz, then, on the
one hand, f0 must be greater than 5MHz (e.g., f0 = 5.5MHz)
and, on the other, f speedSW must exceed these 5.5MHz. In other
words, the selected switch must meet, in terms of speed, that
tON + tOFF < 1/f0 ≈ 180 ns.
After an exhaustive search among the most representative

manufacturers of microwave devices, we selected the list of
hardware elements shown in Table 2, which also provides
their working frequencies and insertion losses. Such values
will enable us to perform a realistic estimate of ηHW andmake
insightful comparisons with feeding networks constructed
with conventional phased arrays (see Section V).

TABLE 2. Examples of devices working in the S and C frequency bands
that can be used in a suitable implementation of the multibeam SSB TMA
in Fig. 4.
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The insertion losses of the time-delay lines correspond to
their attenuation. Time-delay lines are typically constructed
with printed circuit board (PCB) laminates, a technology that
offers a good trade-off between cost and performance [28],
[30]. Recall that when an electromagnetic wave is surrounded
by insulating material other than the vacuum, its speed vPCB
is inversely proportional to the square root of the material’s
dielectric constant, Dk [31], i.e.,

vPCB =
c
√
Dk

(21)

where c is the speed of light in vacuum. The inverse of the
above expression is the propagation delay, tpd [31],

tpd =
1

vPCB
=

√
Dk
c
. (22)

For a given carrier frequency fc, the time delay tπ in seconds
necessary to achieve a π -radian phase shift3 should satisfy
2π fc · tπ = π . Therefore, the ratio Ldelay = tπ/tpd is the
length in meters of the π-radian PCB delay line. Typically,
PCB laminate manufacturers [28] provide attenuation charts
per unit length for each frequency and, hence, the exact
value for the attenuation –equivalently, for the delay line
hardware efficiency, ηdelay-line (see Table 2)– can be finally
obtained from Ldelay and fc. It is remarkable that, within the
corresponding signal bandwidth, the variations of ηdelay-line
are negligible.

Therefore, given the information in Table 2, the hardware
efficiency (in dB) of the SPDTmodule in Fig. 2 is determined
as follows

ηmodule
SPDT(dB) = 2η3-way(dB) + ηSPDT(dB) + ηdelay-line(dB). (23)

From this value we can obtain the hardware efficiency of the
entire feeding network structure in Fig. 4 as

ηHW(dB) = 2ηmodule
SPDT(dB) + 2η2-way(dB) + ηdelay-line(dB), (24)

Finally, the overall SSB TMA efficiency (in dB) is

ηTMA(dB) = ηTM(dB) + ηHW(dB). (25)

where ηTM(dB) = 0.49 dB, as determined previously. Con-
sidering the insertion losses of the different devices shown
in Table 2, we obtain the following values for the TMA
efficiencies in the S and C bands

ηTMA(dB)|S band = 5.67 dB

ηTMA(dB)|C band = 7.07 dB. (26)

These are representative power efficiency values for the pro-
posed SSB TMA in Fig. 4.

3Notice that the highest insertion losses for fixed phase shifters precisely
correspond to π radians.

E. NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS
Let us consider a uniform linear SSB TMA with N = 10
elements spaced λc/2. We consider the two scenarios shown
in Fig. 5 with different pointing directions, θa and θb, for
the exploited harmonics. Pointing directions are θa = 80◦

and θb = 110◦ in the first scenario and θa = 75◦ and
θb = 95◦ in the second one. Accordingly, the normalized
time delays d1n and d2n are set in agreement with (17). On the
one hand, we show that the proposed scheme is capable of
concentrating the radiated power (recall that ηTM = 89.3%)
on the desired harmonic patterns, |F1

1 (θ )|
2 and |F1

−1(θ )|
2,

located atωc andωc+2ω0, respectively. Themostmeaningful

FIGURE 5. Beam patterns for the SSB TMA approach in Fig. 4. A uniform
linear array with N = 10 elements is considered: (a) Scenario with the
two useful beam patterns F 1

1 (θ) and F 1
−1(θ) pointing to 80◦ and 110◦,

respectively. (b) Scenario with the two useful beam patterns pointing to
75◦ and 95◦. (c) Simulations allowed us to verify that each useful
harmonic beam pattern is able to support a scanning range of ±57◦ from
the broad sight direction (i.e., [33◦,147◦]). The figure shows a situation in
which each beam is at one end of the scanning range. Unexploited
harmonics always remain below −16.9 dB regardless of the selected
pointing directions within such a range. Note that if instead of isotropic
elements (or elements with an omnidirectional radiation pattern in the
radiation plane under consideration), we had directional elements in that
plane, it could not be guaranteed that the relative level of the undesired
harmonics to that of the useful ones would remain constant over the
entire scanning range.
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unwanted harmonic patterns are the ones described in Table 1
and plotted with a thick line in Fig. 5.
It is remarkable that the highest (and common) peak level

of the unwanted harmonics (−16.90 dB) is approximately
4 dB below the level of the main secondary lobes (−13 dB)
of the desired patterns. Note that the values of d1n and d2n
have no effect neither on the efficiency (see (21)) nor on the
peak level of the unwanted harmonics. We have also found in
the simulations that the scanning range of each beam is±57◦

from broad sight direction and, whereas the threshold level of
the unwanted harmonics is not being affected by the steering
of the beams, the half power beamwidth of the corresponding
exploited harmonic slightly widens as it moves away from the
center. We have also verified that if N increases the scanning
range is also increased (e.g., for N = 30, the scanning range
is±71◦). On the other hand, as we are exclusively performing
a phase weighting of the array excitations, the radiated power
patterns shown in Fig. 5 are necessarily uniform.

Finally, we have analyzed the gain (in dBi) of each useful
harmonic pattern given by:

Geh = 10 log |ηTMA
4π |Feh(θmax)|2

PTM
Ueh

| (27)

where Feh is the spatial array factor at the exploited harmonic
and PTM

Ueh
is the useful power radiated over such a harmonic.

We represent in Fig. 6 the dependence of this gain with the
number of elements of the arrayN (explicitly pointing out the
case N = 10).

FIGURE 6. Gain of each exploited harmonic beam as a function of the
number of array elements N (see (27)) in the frequency bands under
study. We observe that for N=10 the gains are 4.3 dBi and 2.9 dBi
in S and C bands, respectively.

III. ONE STATIC BEAM AND ONE STEERABLE BEAM
The second SSB TMA feeding network considered is con-
structed from two SP3T modules. In spite of its simplicity,
it allows for handling one static beam pattern and one steer-
able beam pattern.

A. SP3T MODULE
Let us consider, again, a receive linear TMA with N ideal
isotropic elements with unitary static excitations In = 1, n ∈
{0, 1, . . . ,N −1}. We will now consider that the array excita-
tions are time modulated with the periodical (T0) extension of
the pulsed waveformw(t) shown at the bottom of Fig. 7. Such
a waveform is readily synthesized from the tri-state pulsed

FIGURE 7. Single period (T0) time-modulating tri-state pulsed waveforms
a(t), b(t) = a(t − T0/6), and c(t) = a(t − 2T0/6), and their linear
combinations w(t) = a(t)− c(t), w(t − T0/6) = b(t)+ c(t), and
w(t − 2T0/6) = a(t)+ b(t).

waveform a(t) and its time-shifted versions b(t) = a(t − T0
6 )

and c(t) = a(t − T0
3 ) (see Fig. 7). Time modulating with the

tri-state signals a(t), b(t), and c(t) is readily implementable
with the SP3T switches shown in Fig. 8, which are controlled
by the binary signals g1(t) and g2(t) as explained in Table 3.
The working principle of the SP3T switches is the following:
(1) if g1(t) = 0 and g2(t) = 0, the top output of the SP3T
is selected and the +1 state of a(t) is applied to the receive
signal s(t); (2) if g1(t) = 1 and g2(t) = 0, the middle output
of the SP3T is selected and the −1 state of a(t) is applied;
and (3) if g1(t) = 0 and g2(t) = 1, the bottom output of the
SP3T is selected and the 0 state of a(t) is strategically utilized
for directly receiving the signal s(t). Time modulation with
b(t) and c(t) is analogously implemented through the other
two SP3T switches in Fig. 8, but governed by time-shifted
versions of the same binary signals g1(t) and g2(t).

TABLE 3. Control inputs of the SP3T switch located on top of Fig. 8 and
their effects on the received signal.
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FIGURE 8. Feeding network with three SP3T switches (top) and its
abstraction as a SP3T module (bottom).

The outputs of the three SP3T switches are combined as
indicated in Fig. 8 to produce two outputs. One output is
x1(t) = kww(t)s(t), the result of time modulating the input
signal s(t) byw(t), being kw a constant accounting for the pos-
sible attenuation values introduced by the feeding network.
The second output results from the combination of the bottom
outputs of the three SP3T switches (the gray lines in Fig. 8).
Due to the particular time-multiplexed zero-states of a(t),
b(t), and c(t), which occupy the total period T0 (see Fig. 7),
we obtain a scaled version of the input signal, i.e., x2(t) =
kss(t), being ks the scaling constant, not affected by the time
modulation and, hence, received over the fundamental mode.

The SP3T feeding network will be the building block of
the SSB TMA approach considered in the ensuing subsection
and, for this reason, it is abstracted in the block diagram
named SP3T module shown in Fig. 8 (bottom).
The Fourier coefficients, Wq, of the periodical (T0) exten-

sion of w(t) are

Wq =

−
3
jπq

q ∈ ϒ

0 otherwise,
(28)

where ϒ = {{6Γ − 1} ∪ {6Γ − 5};Γ ∈ Z}. The total time-
averaged mean square value of w(t) is

Pw =
1
T0

∫ T0

0
w2(t)dt =

∑
q∈ϒ

|Wq|
2
= 2 (29)

Analogously to Section II, the SP3T module in Fig. 8 is
able to deliver all the input power to the output when assum-
ing that all the hardware elements in the module are ideal
and have no insertion losses. Recalling Ps is the total time-
averaged power of s(t), the output power is distributed as 2

3Ps
and 1

3Ps for the output signals x1(t) and x2(t), respectively.

Hence, k2wPwPs = 2
3Ps and k

2
s Ps = 1

3Ps, which leads to

kw = ks =
√
3
3 .

B. SSB TMA FEEDING NETWORK
We now use the SP3T module introduced in the previous
subsection as the building block of the SSB TMA feeding
network shown in Fig. 9. Such a feeding network time mod-
ulates the signal received at the n-th antenna element by
hn(t) = w(t−Dn)+jw(t−Dn−τ ), where τ is chosen such that
ω0τ = π/2 andDn is an adaptive time delay that will allow us
to point the useful steerable harmonic beampattern towards a
target direction. The time-variant array factor obtained with
the feeding network in Fig. 9 (with ejωct explicitly included)
is

F(θ, t) =

√
6
6

(1+ j)ejωct
N−1∑
n=0

ejβczn cos θ

+

√
6
6

ejωct
N−1∑
n=0

hn(t)ejβczn cos θ . (30)

FIGURE 9. Block diagram of the nth element feeding networks of the SSB
TMA approach that allows to handle one static beam pattern and one
steerable beam pattern.

Using the exponential Fourier series expansion of w(t),
the time-shifting property of the Fourier coefficients and
e−jqω0τ = (−j)q, the time modulating signal hn(t) can be
rewritten as

hn(t) =
∑
q∈ϒ

[
1− (−j)q+1

]
Wqe−jqω0Dnejqω0t

=

∑
q∈4

2Wqe−jqω0Dnejqω0t , (31)

with 4 = {{12Λ − 7} ∪ {12Λ − 11};Λ ∈

Z} = {· · · ,−23,−19,−11,−7, 1, 5, 13, 17, · · · } being the
indexes for which the Fourier coefficients of hn(t) are non-
zero. Thus, the time-variant array factor (30) can be rewritten
as

F(θ, t) =

√
6
6

(1+ j)ejωct
N−1∑
n=0

ejβczn cos θ

+

√
6
3

∑
q∈4

N−1∑
n=0

Wqe−jqω0Dnejβczn cos θej(ωc+qω0)t

= F0(θ )ejωct +
∑
q∈4

Fq(θ )ej(ωc+qω0)t (32)
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where F0(θ ) =
∑N−1

n=0 I
0
n e

jβczn cos θ and Fq(θ ) =∑N−1
n=0 I

q
n ejβczn cos θ are the spatial array factors at the frequen-

cies ωc and ωc + qω0, respectively, with

I0n =

√
6
6

(1+ j), and

Iqn =

√
6
3
Wqe−jqω0Dn (33)

being the excitations associated to such patterns. Notice that
the array excitations I0n at the fundamental mode q = 0
are constant, and hence F0(θ ) has no steering ability. On the
contrary, the excitations for q ∈ 4 are dynamic and, for a
given q, themodulus |Iqn | is constant for all n, while the phases
^Iqn depend linearly on Dn. Consequently, the array factors
Fq(θ ) have the same shape as a uniformly excited antenna
array which is steerable towards a given direction determined
by the delay parameter Dn.
Fig. 10 plots the amplitude of the normalized Fourier coef-

ficientsWq where it can be observed that the most meaningful
undesirable harmonics are those with order |q| = 5, which
have a relative power level of −13.98 dB. Therefore, given
the harmonics profile for q 6= 0 provided in Fig. 10, together
with the fact that 10 log |I0n /I

1
n |

2
= 10 log

(
0.5/|W1|

2
)
=

−2.6 dB,4 we have that the most meaningful harmonic pat-
terns in (32) are F0(θ ) (static) and F1(θ ) (steerable), at fre-
quencies ωc and ωc + ω0, respectively.

FIGURE 10. Normalized Fourier series mean square value spectrum in dB,

10 log10

∣∣∣∣ Wq
W1

∣∣∣∣2, of the periodical extension of the stair-step pulse w(t)

in Fig. 7.

C. RADIATION AND HARDWARE EFFICIENCIES
We now determine the efficiency of the SP3T feeding net-
work in Fig. 8. As in Section II, we will distinguish between
the time-modulation radiation efficiency, ηTM, and the hard-
ware efficiency, ηHW.
According to [9], the total power radiated by a SSB TMA

is

PTM
R = 4πPs

N−1∑
n=0

|I0n |
2
+ 4πPs

N−1∑
n=0

∑
q∈4

|Iqn |
2, (34)

where Ps is the input power per antenna. Assuming uni-
tary static excitations and ideal hardware elements without

4Notice that a better hardware efficiency of the static beam –not reflected
in the radiation pattern in Fig. 11– compensates for the 10 log |I0n /I

1
n |

2
=

−2.6 dB, which improves to −2.6 + (5.04 − 2.61) = −0.17 dB for the S
band, and −2.6+ (5.90− 4.74) = −1.44 dB for the C band.

insertion losses (see Section III.A), the total power radiated
simplifies to PTM

R = 4πNPs.
The useful power is the one radiated over the two harmon-

ics q = 0 and q = 1, i.e.,

PTM
U = 4πPs

N−1∑
n=0

|I0n |
2
+ 4πPs

N−1∑
n=0

|I1n |
2. (35)

Bearing in mind (33) and (28), the useful power (35) is

PTM
U = 4πNPs

(
1
3
+

6
π2

)
(36)

and the time-modulation efficiency is

ηTM =
PTM
U

PTM
R

=

(
1
3
+

6
π2

)
= 0.9413 (37)

or ηTM(dB) = −10 log10(ηTM) = 0.26 dB. It is interest-
ing to note that this time-modulation radiation efficiency is
higher than the one obtained for the SPDT TMA considered
in Section II: 0.9413 versus 0.8928. This increase in the
time-modulation efficiency is obtained at the expense of less
steering flexibility since in the SP3T TMA only one beam is
steerable.

Regarding the hardware efficiency of the SP3T module
in Fig. 8, we have to distinguish between the hardware
efficiency in the steerable beam output, x1(t), and in the
static beam output, x2(t). Taking into account the hardware
elements of a SP3T module and its corresponding insertion
losses in Table 2, the steerable and static beam hardware
efficiencies are, respectively,

ηsteerableSP3T(dB) = 2η3-way(dB) + ηSP3T(dB) + 2η2-way(dB)
+ 2ηdelay-line(dB)

ηstaticSP3T(dB) = 2η3-way(dB) + ηSP3T(dB), (38)

and, hence, the overall hardware efficiency of the entire feed-
ing network in Fig. 9 for each beam is

ηsteerableHW(dB) = η
steerable
SP3T(dB) + 3η2-way(dB) + ηdelay-line(dB)

ηstaticHW(dB) = η
static
SP3T(dB) + 3η2-way(dB) + ηdelay-line(dB), (39)

leading to the following estimates for the overall TMA effi-
ciencies (25) (see Table 2) for both beams and corresponding
bands

ηsteerableTMA(dB)|S band = η
SP3T
TM(dB) + η

steerable
HW(dB) |S band = 5.04 dB,

ηstaticTMA(dB)|S band = η
SP3T
TM(dB) + η

static
HW(dB)|S band = 2.61 dB,

ηsteerableTMA(dB)|C band = η
SP3T
TM(dB) + η

steerable
HW(dB) |C band=5.90 dB, and

ηstaticTMA(dB)|C band = η
SP3T
TM(dB)+η

static
HW(dB)|C band=4.74 dB. (40)

D. NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS
Let us consider a uniform linear TMA with N = 10 elements
spaced λc/2 with the SP3T SSB feeding network in Fig. 8.
Fig. 11 shows the TMA array factors for the useful harmonics
F0(θ ) (static) and F1(θ ) (steerable), and for the unwanted
harmonics Fq(θ ), q = {5,−7,−11}, normalized with respect
to F1(θmax). It is apparent from this figure that the main lobes
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FIGURE 11. Beam patterns for the SSB TMA approach in Fig. 9. The useful
beam patterns are at q = 1 (steerable by means of Dn and pointing to
140◦ in this figure), and at q = 0 (non-steerable). The most significant
unwanted harmonics are at q = {5,−7,−11} and they remain
below −13.98 dB.

of the undesired harmonic patterns are kept below−13.98 dB,
approximately 1 dB lower that the level of the main sidelobes
(−13 dB) of the useful patterns. Fig. 11 also shows the 2.6 dB
difference between the maximum of the useful radiation pat-
terns F0(θmax) and F1(θmax).
We also found in the simulations (as in the SPDT SSB

TMA of the previous section) that the scanning range of the
steering beam is ±57◦ from broad sight direction. Finally,
we represent in Fig. 12 the gain of each exploited harmonic
beam as a function of the array elements N in the frequency
bands under study.

FIGURE 12. Gain of each exploited harmonic beam as a function of the
number of array elements N (see (27)) in the frequency bands under
study. We observe that for N=10 the gains are: in the S band: 4.7 dBi and
5.0 dBi for q=0 and q = 1, respectively, whereas in the C band: 2.6 dBi and
4.1 dBi for q=0 and q = 1, respectively.

IV. THREE INDEPENDENTLY-STEERABLE BEAMS
The third SSB TMA feeding network considered is the most
complex one (see Fig. 13), involving three SPDT modules
and two SP3T modules interconnected as in Fig. 13, but is
capable of independently steering three array beam patterns.
All switching modules use the same frequency ω0, although
three different delays (D1n, D2n, and D3n).
Following a similar analysis as in Sections II and III,

the time-varying array factor of the TMA being considered is

F(θ, t) =
∑
q∈4

∑
i odd

N−1∑
n=0

q
i Ine

jβczn cos θej(ωc+(q+i)ω0)t

︸ ︷︷ ︸
branch a

+

∑
m∈9

N−1∑
n=0

Imnejβczn cos θej(ωc+mω0)t︸ ︷︷ ︸
branch b

, (41)

FIGURE 13. Block diagram of the nth element feeding network of the SSB
TMA approach that allows for steering independently three harmonic
beam patterns.

where the dynamic excitations qi In and Imn are given by

q
i In =

√
2
15
WqPi · e−jω0(qD1n+iD2n)

Imn =

√
2
15
Pme−jmω0D3n . (42)

These values of qi In and Imn are readily determined from the
observation of the modules in branches a and b of the feeding
network in Fig. 13.

Table 4 shows the most meaningful harmonic patterns
in (41). The three harmonic beam patterns shaded in gray
stand out from the others because of their significantly higher
peak level. These are the harmonic beam patterns that will be
considered useful for radiation while the rest will be treated
as undesired. Note from Table 4 how the phases in the n-th
antenna element of the three useful harmonics are determined
by D1n + D2n, D1n − D2n, and D3n, respectively. Note how
this configuration has enough degrees of freedom to indepen-
dently steer the direction of each useful beam pattern.

TABLE 4. Most meaningful harmonic beam patterns generated by the SSB
TMA with the feeding network in Fig. 13. The useful harmonics are
shaded in gray.

Fig. 14 plots the radiation patterns of the most meaningful
harmonics considered in Table 4 for a scenario in which the
radiation pattern of the useful harmonics points towards the
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FIGURE 14. Beam patterns for the SSB TMA approach in Fig. 13. The
useful patterns are the ones shaded in gray in Table 4 and point to 75◦,
95◦, and 125◦, respectively. The most significant unwanted harmonics
(see Table 4) are below −14.4 dB and the scanning range for each useful
beam is [33◦,147◦].

directions 75◦, 95◦, and 125◦, respectively. Observe in Fig. 14
how the peak values of the radiation patterns of the unex-
ploited harmonics are at least−14.4 dB below the peak values
of the useful harmonics.

Regarding the efficiency, assuming unitary static excita-
tions and ideal hardware elements without insertion losses
(see Section III.A), the power radiated over the three useful
harmonics isPTM

U = 4πPs
(∑N−1

n=0 |
1
1In|

2
+ |

1
−1In|

2
+ |I1n|2

)
,

while the total power radiated is PTM
R = 4πNPs. Hence,

from the dynamic excitations given by (42) and the Fourier
coefficients given by (1) and (28), the time-modulation radi-
ation efficiency ηTM = PTM

U /PTM
R is

ηTM = |
1
1In|

2
+ |

1
−1In|

2
+ |I1n|2

=
2
15
|P1|2(2|W1|

2
+ 1)

=
2
15

(
2+ 2

√
2

π

)2 (
2
(
3
π

)2

+ 1

)
= 0.8894 (43)

or ηTM(dB) = −10 log10(ηTM) = 0.51 dB.
In regard to the hardware efficiency, we will distinguish

between the hardware efficiency in the branches a and b,
namely

ηbranch aHW(dB) = 3η2-way(dB) + ηsteerableSP3T(dB) + η
module
SPDT(dB)

+ ηdelay-line(dB),

ηbranch bHW(dB) = 3η2-way(dB) + ηstaticSP3T(dB) + η
module
SPDT(dB)

+ ηdelay-line(dB). (44)

Accordingly, an estimation of the overall TMA efficiency for
each branch and frequency band is

ηbranch aTMA(dB)|S band = ηTM(dB) + η
branch a
HW(dB)|S band = 7.35 dB,

ηbranch bTMA(dB)|S band = ηTM(dB) + η
branch b
HW(dB)|S band = 6.23 dB,

ηbranch aTMA(dB)|C band = ηTM(dB) + η
branch a
HW(dB)|C band = 9.05 dB,

ηbranch bTMA(dB)|C band = ηTM(dB)+η
branch b
HW(dB)|C band=7.87 dB. (45)

Finally, we represent in Fig. 15 the gain of each exploited
harmonic beam as a function of the array elements N in the
frequency bands under study.

FIGURE 15. Gain of each exploited harmonic beam as a function of the
number of array elements N (see (27)) in the frequency bands under
study. We observe that for N=10 the gains are: in the S band: 2.6 dBi and
3.7 dBi for branch a and branch b useful harmonics, respectively, whereas
in the C band: 0.9 dBi and 2.1 dBi for for branch a and branch b useful
harmonics, respectively.

V. COMPARISON WITH STANDARD PHASED ARRAYS
In this section we compare the different multibeam SPMT
TMA approaches considered in previous sections with stan-
dard multibeam phased arrays built with digital phase
shifters. We focus on the approaches whose feeding net-
works are shown in Fig. 4 and 13, i.e., the ones which are
able to provide two and three independently-steerable beams,
respectively. Recall that TMA techniques provide almost con-
tinuous phase resolution based on controlling the switch-on
instants (which determine the adaptive time delays D1n, D2n,
and D3n). Hence, in order to make a fair comparison with
standard phased arrays, we consider high resolution (6 bits)
digitally controlled phase shifters [3]–[5] (see Table 5) lead-
ing to phase steps of θstep = 360◦/26 = 5.6◦.

TABLE 5. Hardware devices used in standard multibeam phased arrays
and their insertion losses for the S and C bands.

The comparison focuses on four aspects: power efficiency,
phase sensitivity, complexity, and cost effectiveness:
• Power efficiency: In order to determine the power effi-
ciency of a phased array feeding network, we have
considered the average insertion losses (ηVPS) of 6-bit
monolithic microwave integrated circuit (MMIC) com-
mercial VPS [3]–[5] shown in Table 5 for the bands S
and C, respectively. Accordingly, we have the following
phased array (PA) power efficiencies in the S band (see
Table 5)

η2 beams
PA(dB) |S band = 2η2-way(dB)|S band + ηVPS(dB)|S band

= 5.64 dB

η
3 beams(dB)
PA(dB) |S band = 2η3-way(dB)|S band + ηVPS(dB)|S band

= 6.24 dB

(46)
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TABLE 6. Performance comparison in terms of efficiency, phase sensitivity, complexity, and cost-effectiveness between the proposed two and three
independently-steerable beams SSB TMA approaches (in boldface) and standard phased arrays with 6-bit digital VPS for the S and C bands [3]–[5].

whereas in the C band, we have

η
2 beams(dB)
PA(dB) |C band = 2η2-way(dB)|C band+ηVPS(dB)|C band

= 6.83 dB

η
3 beams(dB)
PA(dB) |C band = 2η3-way(dB)|C band+ηVPS(dB)|C band

= 8.23 dB

(47)

From Table 6 we observe that TMAs and phased arrays
have similar power efficiencies with differences always
below 0.6 dB (or 8.6%) for the two-beams feeding net-
work. For the case of three beams, the difference is
slightly larger (below 1.4 dB (or 18.0%) in any case)
due to the presence of a greater number of power split-
ters/combiners.

• Phase sensitivity: the phase step, θstep, and the root
mean square (RMS) phase error, θRMS

error , determine the
phase sensitivity of an steering array. Notice that,
by using progressive phases in the TMA excitations
(assuming N elements spaced λc/2 apart), if we want
to steer a certain useful harmonic beampattern towards
the direction θp, the time delays in the n-th array element
modulating signal, τn, must satisfy [20]

τn = πn cos(θp)/ω0; n ∈ 9 = {0, · · · ,N − 1}, (48)

and hence the θp derivative with respect to t in absolute
value is given by

∂θp

∂t
=

2
nT0 sin θp

∂τn

∂t
, (49)

and we realize that the most restrictive conditions to
determine θstep from ∂θp/∂t are: n = 1, sin θp reaching
its minimum in the scanning range (i.e., for θp = 33◦ in
all TMA approaches), and ∂τn/∂t = tswRF (which deter-
mines the switching speed since it is the time from 10%
to 90% of detected RF voltage, which in our case is 50 ns
[4]), yielding θstep = 1.7◦ versus 5.6◦ in 6-bit VPSs (see
Table 6). Notice that θstep = 1.7◦ is approximately that
of an 8-bit VPS. Additionally, we determine the RMS
phase error within the scanning range (θ smin, θ

s
max) by

means of

θRMS
error =

√
1

θ smax − θ
s
min

∫ θ smax

θ smin

∣∣∣∂θp
∂t

∣∣∣2
n=1

dθp, (50)

obtaining θRMS
error = 0.3◦ for both frequency bands S and

C, while θRMS
error = 2.2◦ (band S) and θRMS

error = 3.3◦

(band C) for 6-bit VPSs. Table 6 reflects the aver-
age values of θstep and θRMS

error for 6-bit commercial
VPSs. We must clarify that, for higher TMA f0 values,
lower tswRF values are required, hence θstep (and θRMS

error )
improves at the expense of both a worse ηTMA and cost-
effectiveness. In any case, ultra-fast switch prototypes
(tswRF < 0.1 ns) at very high frequencies (up to 70GHz)
are already available [32], and it remains to see how high
the costs of an off-the-shelf integrated circuit implemen-
tation are.

• Complexity: we analyzed complexity in terms of the
two most abundant elements in a multibeam feeding
network: switches and power splitter/combiners. Notice
that a b-bit digital phase shifter usually employs 2b
SPDT switches [3]–[5]. Particularly, we considered
the number of switches and power splitter/combiners
employed per beam in the proposed TMAs and phased
arrays. We found (see Table 6) that the proposed TMAs
are advantageous in terms of the number of switches, but
they require more power splitter/combiners (especially
for the three beams case). This fact could be a disad-
vantage for increasing frequencies since the cost of such
devices also increases.

• Cost-effectiveness: for the analyzed frequency bands
(2 − 8GHz), and for the considered signal band-
width (5MHz), the miniaturization of integrated cir-
cuits allows the proposed TMAs to be a compet-
itive alternative to phased arrays in terms of cost.
The margin gets wider as the frequency increases
in all cases, although differences are smaller for the
case of three beams due to the higher number of
power splitters/combiners. More specifically, technolo-
gies such as heterolithic microwave integrated circuit
(HMIC) applied to RF switches [4], MMICb and low
temperature co-fired ceramic (LTCC) to power split-
ter/combiners [27], or PCB laminates [28] to fixed
delay lines are crucial to this comparative advantage of
multibeam TMAs at these frequency bands. For higher
frequencies, although the insertion losses of Wilkinson
power splitters/combiners remain low, the prices are
high [33].

VI. CONCLUSION AND FURTHER INVESTIGATIONS
In this paper we have proposed and analyzed three different
multibeam SSB TMA feeding networks with adaptive steer-
able capabilities. The feeding networks result from different
combinations of several modules constructed with SPDT and
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SP3T switches, which are significantly more versatile and
power efficient than the SPST switches employed in conven-
tional TMAs. The proposed multibeam SSB TMA feeding
networks are compared with those of standard phased arrays
implemented with digitally controlled VPSs and shown to
exhibit a similar overall power efficiency, a better phase
resolution response, and an excellent competitive advantage
in terms of cost.

In any case, we are aware that, after this analysis, a series
of natural research lines remain open such as full-wave
simulations with nonideal antenna elements as well as the
subsequent implementation and testing of the corresponding
prototypes.
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